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Glass-Technology International recently visited a client of Macotec –
Making Glass – to see how Cut Star is used in “real-life” situations.

Since its installation at the end of December 2005, the cutting
table now supplies the entire load of glass for the company in just

half a day. From loading to unloading, cutting optimization and
automatic breakout, the machine is exploited to the full.
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EXPANSION AT MACOTEC

Recent expansion at Macotec and its
production have led the company to construct
a new building alongside the present one. 
This new building, the exact copy in size and
shape as the present one, of 5,000 square
metres, brings the total area of Macotec up to
10,000 square metres.
Macotec moved to the present building in
2005 and the new building, which will be
used as increased production area, a new
painting department, as well as the

manufacture of its standard machinery,
will become operative in a couple

of months. 

hanks to the state-of-the-art technology
used, and the reliability of its machines,
starting from the very simple ones up

to the most complex, Macotec has become
a leader in cutting quality. The company, 
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based in the area of Sondrio, northern Italy,
manufactures machines that are able to
respond to a variety of production needs 
both for small- and medium-sized glassworks, 
as well as those from large industries with
high-volume production. 

All Macotec’s machines, which include a
complete range of tables and lines for cutting,
moving and breaking of monolithic and lami-
nated glass, are operator friendly. The most
recent straight-line and shaped cutting tables
and lines for monolithic glass and laminated
glass are also equipped with the most recent
management and optimization software by
Optima. This software enables the remote
management of: warehouse, working orders,
offcuts, optimization cut, prints layout of cuts
and labels, as well as import export informa-
tion coming from other systems.

THE VISIT TO MAKING GLASS
Glass-Technology International was recently

invited to visit one of Macotec’s clients who
had installed a Cut Star cutting line to improve
its production speed at the end of December
2005. Making Glass, located in Cantù, near
Como, northern Italy, carries out various types
of processing on glass for furniture manufac-
turers and interior decorators. Glass coming out
of the glassworks ranges from table tops, to
shelves, doors and glass panels, as well as the
supply and installation of partitions and bal-
conies, and also the complete furnishing of
shop interiors. The company carried out
processes such as cutting, grinding, bevelling,
drilling, tempering, sandblasting, screen print-
ing, gluing and ena-melling, right up to pack-
aging for shipment, all in-house, at its two

Making Glass, Cantù,
Como, northen Italy

Luigi Vago, Owner of Making Glass

Cut Star and the Bridge Stock Selector
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MONOLITHIC GLASS CUTTING TABLES AND LAMINATED GLASS CUTTING TABLES

MONOLITHIC GLASS CUTTING TABLES
HAND CUT - Hand Cut is a basic standard table, for simple cutting and for glassworks that do not have large production quantities,
available in two versions: 3,300x2,600mm and 4,500mm. It. is equipped with a tilting table activated by means of a big bore hydraulic
cylinder. The X axis is moved via a handgrip, equipped with a button for the electro-pneumatic stop of the axis, thus giving improved
accuracy. The Y axis is carried out via a mechanical-reducer with hand crank, necessary for a better accuracy and without effort from the
operator.  Each axis position is managed by a specific encoder. 

SHARP CUT - Sharp Cut is an automatic tilting glass cutting table for straight
monolithic cutting, for small- and medium-sized glasswork. It is simple to use
and guarantees speed and precision. Sharp Cut has dual reference stops to cut
laminated glass and an optimization programme. It is available in versions:
3,700x2,600mm, 4,500x2,600mm and 6,000x3,210mm.

MASTER CUT - Master Cut automatic straight glass cutting table is an evolution
of Sharp Cut. Transmission of the bridge and cutting head are carried out by
tempered toothed rack, enabling more accuracy and high speed, reaching high
cutting speed in short time. Master Cut is equipped with an industrial PC and
optimization programme at the side of the machine. It is available in versions: 3,700x2,600mm 4,500x2,600mm 6,000x3,210mm.

MASTER SHAPE - Master Shape is an automatic shaped glass cutting table, built for standard production. The table is equipped with
temperate toothed rack transmission both for bridge and for cutting head. Master Shape is equipped with dual reference stop to cut
laminated glass and optimization programme for glass cutting management. It can be equipped with table digitizer and software to cut

paper and vinyl. It is available in versions: 3,700x2,600mm, 4,500x2,600mm and 6,000x3,210mm.

CUT STAR - Cut Star is Macotec's top product for shaped monolithic glass
cutting, with capabilities for a big mass production. Rectified and
tempered rack and straight line guides allow bridge movement up to
160mt/m with cutting accuracy ± 0,2. The table can be equipped with

dual reference stops to cut laminated glass, optimization programme, table
digitizer and software to cut paper and vinyl. 

Macotec is the only company to produce such high performance cutting tables,
available in versions: 3,700x2,600mm, 4,500x2,600mm and 6,000x3,210mm.

LAMINATED GLASS CUTTING TABLES
STRATO COMPACT EASY - Strato Compact Easy is an automatic glass cutting table to cut straight laminated glass, with a tilting table to
load and unload glass sheets. During loading/unloading operations, the upper bridge is parked without tilting, and during the cutting
cycle, the upper bridge reads cutting dimensions. Movement of the bridge can be by hand or motorized according to client requests.
Cutting dimensions are 3,300mm, measuring stops 3,100mm.

STRATO LINE EASY - The Strato Line Easy automatic glass cutting table cuts straight laminated glass for glassworks with standard
production. The table can be equipped with Hp fast quartz lamp, knife to cut PVB up to 4.52mm, laser for oblique cutting and tilting
device to download glass sheets. Available with cutting dimension of 3,700mm and 4,500mm, measuring stop of 2,600/3,200mm.

STRATO LINE ACTIVE - Strato Line Active is the top product for
laminated glass with completely automatic cutting, breaking and
opening of the glass. The table is equipped with Industrial PC
and optimization programme. The synergy between software
and machine enable to increase production without effort. A tilting
table with belts can be placed at the side of the machine, enabling
automatic sheet forwarding up to the quote that the operator has set in advance. Specifically studied for mass production for large glass
sheets and PVB thickness. Available with cutting dimensions of 3,700mm and 4,500mm, measuring stop of 3,200mm.

COMBINED MACHINES
TWIN CUT - Automatic glass cutting table to cut both laminated and monolithic glass
in a single solution, built to satisfy specific requests of space saving. It also includes
a tilting work plane to load glass sheets, with three breakout bars to open the cuts.

Twin Cut is available with: laminated/straight-monolithic and laminated/shaped-
monolithic cutting. Laminated cutting up to 3,300mm, monolithic cutting of
3,300x2,600mm.

All automatic tables for monolithic straight and shaped cutting can be inserted in complete
cutting lines, made up of loader, cutting table and break-out table.

The loader can be mono-lateral or bilateral and can also be motorized to load from several trestles.
The same table can be transformed into the Panther model, a special solution that includes arms with suction cups on the workplane,
able to take and load the glass. Macotec's philosophy on machine construction is the same for each model of table, from the simplest up
to the most complex
solution. All components
used for its machines are
supplied by top-quality
companies.

Sharp Cut

Cut Star

Twin Cut

Strato Line Active Belts

Double Side Loading
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workshops. All work is on customer request.
The company is owned and managed by the

Vago family, and the third generation is now
present in the company. Owner of the company
is Luigi Vago, while Michela Vago (his daugh-
ter) is in charge of production and commercial
activities, in team with Paolo Mischiatti.

The company works over three shifts, but
since the acquisition of the Cut Star cutting
table from Macotec, cutting operations take
only two shifts to supply all the glass for a
complete working day the entire glassworks!

We spoke with Luigi and Michela Vago, of
Making Glass, and Maurizio Colli, Commer-
cial Director of Macotec, to find out why
Making Glass had chosen Cut Star. 

Safety, precision and high pro-
ductivity were their responses.
Automatic breakout, especially
for large thicknesses, was also
one of the main factors when
choosing the machine. Moreover,
the entire line can be handled by
four workers, when working at
full capacity, thus reducing costs
for the company.

Making Glass is presently set-
ting up an internal network that
will enable operations directly
from the office to the workshop,
optimizing even further both time
and efficiency of all processes.

This will include the use of bar codes to identi-
fy the various work phases and situations of the
glass being processed, while also keeping under
control stock on hand.

Making Glass produces about 15,000 kilos of
glass each day, with an average thickness of 12
millimetres, while other thicknesses are also
processed. 

CUT STAR
Operations at the Cut Star cutting table

begin by choosing the glass sheet to be
processed. All glass movement is completely

automatic, thus eliminating dangerous
operations for the workers, and this
includes the pick-up and transport

The glass 
is ready 

to be cut

Various operation 
of Cut Star



188 of the large glass sheets from the
stocking area to the loading table.
These operations are carried out by
an overhead Bridge Stock Selector,
manoeuvred by the operator.

The glass sheet is then placed
onto the loading table in vertical
position and is moved into horizon-
tal cutting position, and then onto
the cutting table, where Cut Star
carries out the cutting operations at
high speed.

Once cutting has taken place,
the machine moves the glass for-
ward to the breakout bridge, which
is equipped with a special tool that
keeps the glass sheets in place
while breakout is carried out,

Macotec
Via per Mantello

23010 Rogolo - Sondrio
Italy

Tel: +39 - 0342 - 684648
Fax: +39 - 0342 - 685255

E-mail: info@macotec.it
www.macotec.it

Operations are
visible on the display

Static
Breakout

System

Cut Star
operating
on a glass
sheet
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especially as the breakout bar comes up (Static
Breakout System). These special devices can
be positioned as per the size of the glass so as
to ensure the correct pressure is maintained
even on large glass sheets.

The unused glass is then transported back to
the stocking area for future use. 

All operations on Cut Star are visible on the
operator display, where the information for cut-
ting operations can be input and modified, and a
second screen is positioned over the table giving
online information as to the status of
cutting/breaking operations on the table.

Cut Star was installed at the premises of
Making Glass in December 2005, and was up
and working in three days.   ■


